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RESTRICTIONS ON THE CONSULTATION UNDER

ARTICLE XII:4(b) WITH NEW ZEALAND

1. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee conducted the
consultation with New Zealand under paragraph 4(b) of Article XII. The consultation
included consideration of the modifications in New Zealand's import restrictions
notified to the CONTRACTING PARTIES in L/2649, as directed by the Council at its
meeting of 10 June. The Committee had before it the following additional documents:
(a) a basic document for the consultation (BOP/58); (b) the Executive Board
Decision taken on 1 June 1966 at the conclusion of the International Monetary Fund's
consultation with New Zealand (Annex I horeto); (c) a background paper provided by
the International Monetary Fund, dated 4 May 1966; and (d) the New Zealand
licensing schedule for the year 1966-67.

2. In conducting the consultation, the Committee followed the plan for
consultations recommended by the CONTRACTING PARTIES (BISD, Seventh Supplement,
pages 97 and 98). The consultation was completed on 19 July 1966. This report
summarizes the main points of the discussion.

Consultation with the International Monetary Fund

3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreementthe
CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited the InternationalMonetary Fund to consult with
them in connexion with the consultation with New Zealand. In accordance wth the
agreed procedure, the representativeof the fund was invited to make a statement
supplementing the Fund's documentation concerning the position of New Zealand.
The statement was as follows:

"With respect to Parts I, Il and III of the Plan for Consultations, the
Fund invites the attentionof the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the Executive Board
Decision of June 1, 1966, taken at the conclusion of its recent article XIV
consultation with New Zealand. Developments in recent months have net
significantly changed the outlook. The general level of restrictions of
New Zealand does not go beyond the extent necessary at the present time to
stop a serious decline in its monetary reserves."
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4. In his opening statement, the full text of which appears in Annex II, therepresentative of New Zealand recalled the adverse change in the balance of
payments of New Zealand which had been reported at the last consultation and
traced various factors which had meantime led to a further worsening in the
external payments position, notwithstanding, continued increases in production
and a high rate of investment in export industries. A continued increase in
imports, amounting to 14 per cent in the year ended March 1966 as compared with
the preceding year, and a levelling off of experts had reduced the surplus on
trade by £NZ4O million to a net surplus of only £NZ16 million. Increased
ependitures onfreight, travel, insurance and remittances on investments had
accounted for a £NZ7 million increase in the overall deficit on invisible
transactions, which came to a total of£NZ75 million in the year ended March 1966.
Therewas thus a deficit on current count totalling £NZ59 million, which had
been financed by external borrowing, by drawing on overseas reserves and by
drawing on the International Monetary Fund. As of the beginning of June of this
year, when overseas exchange reserves are at their seasonal high point, these
reserves including funds drawn from the IMF stood at £NZ62 million, or

£NZl9 million less than a year earlier, and £NZ38 million less than at the same
period in 1964. It was the increasing current account deficit, the low level of
reserves and the difficulty of obtaining overseas financing that made reduction
in import licenses for 1966-67 essential.

5. On the best estimationsavailable, the representative of New Zealand explained,
his country expects expertreceipts to increase in the year ending June 1967 by
about 4 per cent; wool production may be some 6 per cent larger than in the past
year and prices are expected to remain about the same, but raceipts from meat
exports are unlikely to grow by more than about 1 per cent in spite of an
expected increase in quantityof exports Lower butter prices in the United
Kingdom make it likely that receipts from that source will fall, though some
increase is expected from cheeze exports. Export diversification efforts are
hampered by protectionist agricultural policies.

6. In the face of the dangerously low level of New Zealand's reserves, various
measures have been adopted to strain internal demand, including restraint on
lending by banks and other financial institution, a programme to defer new
building constructions, a savings campaign, restraint on hire purchasing and a
programme of new internal borrowing by the Government combined with limitation
of Government expenditure. The recent budget also announced suspension of a
10 per cent investment allowance, limitation ofnew capital offerings in
New Zealand by everseas companies operating in the country and tightened exchange
control.

7. At the same time it was felt necessary, and in harmony with the internal
measures taken, to place a measure of restraint on the level of imports. New
Zealand's stated policy is tomove steadily towards relaxation of import licensing
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and to provide more flexibility within the system. Considerable progress has
been made towards these objectives in the freeing of over one third ofNew
Zealand's private imports licensing and in the industry group and aggregation
schemes. As far as possiblethese advances have beenretained in the current
year's programme. Recent past increases in investmentand production should be
reflected in a growing volume, exports in future years, but thelevel of
expenditure has exerted excessive pressure ona available resources and required
the introduction of additional measures to reduce liquidity, domestic expenditure
and the demand for imports The value of acontinued flow of imports is however
fully rocognized and New Zealand will continue to import goods and services up
to the limit permitted by overseas exchange resources.

Balance-of-payments position and prospects
8. The Committee noted the difficult balance-of-payment situation in which
New Zealand found itself as reflected in the increased current account deficit
and the low level of reserves. Some members commented that it created problems
for which no immediate solution second likely and which seemed, moreover, to be
of a recurring character. The Committeenoted that New Zealand has adopted
certain measures designed to reduce disposable income, but some felt that
insufficient reliance had benplaced en tax measures and changes in interest
rates and that stronger financial and fiscal measures which wouldcut into
available spending power ought to be given serious consideration. In this
connexion attention was called to the conclusion ofthe International Monetary
Fund that appropriate domestic financial measures were urgently needed to
strengthen the balance of payments in order that the restrictive system might be
liberalized. It was alsonoted that quantitative restrictions maintained over
a longer term risked protectiveeffects inimical to New Zealands own davelopment
at the same time that they created problems for foreign suppliers, including
some whichalready sell to New Zealand far less than they buy from her.One
member suggested that if in fact New Zealands problem stems freefluctuations
in export receipts so that the returns in good years stimulate imports that tend
to carry over into times whenexport returns have turned lower, it would be of
interest to hear what consideration is being given toplans tosmoothout the
level of disposable income. Other members questioned whether exchange
difficulties were in fact the source of New Zealand'sproblems and suggested
that internal ratherthan external factors mightbethe main cause of difficulties
For .xatplc, it was noted that no information had been given cencerning
additional revenue that could be expected from the new tax measures announced
in the budget. Though The representatives ofNew Zealand had indicated in his
statement a feeling, that protectionist agricultural policies abroad were a large
factor hampering his country's development of profitableexports a members
felt that this facter was perhaps being assignedtoo great an importance; one
member recalled an important instance in which import quotas served to safeguard
a New Zealand exportmarket. It was also noted that lower prices sometimes
enable largerquantities ofexports,to be sold.
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9. The representativeof New Zealand explained that, as concerned new internal
measures, the recent budget which had been introduced since the 1 June 1966
International Monetary Fund decisioncontained several new measures briefly
noted in his opening statement. Several tax incentives designed to stimulate
investment in agriculture and industry had been made available over the years,
some permitting accelerated depreciation and others allowing certain investment
expendituresto be offset against revenue. One tax incentive, namely the
10 per cent investment allowance on the purchase of new plant and equipment,
was suspended; since such goods are generally obtained from foreign sources,
it was hoped that this suspension might not only raise tax levels somewhat but

also result in lower imports of capital equipment. Restrictions on bank
overdraft facilities are a matter of continuous pressure, and the budget made
clear that central over banklonding must romain tight. The budget also
contained provision for a higher rate of invest to be paid on Government.
stock. This modification might attract more funds away from expenditure and
also react to increase other interest rates.A restriction on new capital
issues offered in New Zealand by overseas companies operating within the country
was another measure expected to provide some casing ofthe strain on resources
and some relief for the external accounts as will, since a part of the proceeds
of such issues was sometimes repatriated to the country of the parent company.
Restrictions on overseas investment in the United States and the United Kingdom
had recently increased the number of such offerings in New Zealand and it was
hoped that the new measure might induce foreign-owned companies operating in
the country to retain profits eared in New ZeaIand for reinvestment. Finally
the budget had tightened up exchange control in various ways, with the general
objective of ensuring that the proceeds from the sale of overseas currencies
and securities would be, made available to the New Zealand banking system,
instead of being used, as heretofore, to finance travel which would otherwise
not be possible or no-remittance imports. Hence, in a way this measure might
also help case the deficit on invisibles about which a question had been asked.
Other efforts by New Zealand in that direction included the promotion of
tourism, which mightexpandmore rapidly new that New Zealand has extended the
activities of her own airline. Lower foreign exchange expenditures by New
Zealanders for travel might also be one result of this development. However, a
recent 7 3/4 per cent increase in some freight rates could well offset any new
savings and additional earnings on invisible items New Zealand might hope to make
in the near future.

10. To a question the New Zealand representative replied that New Zealand
expects the free-trade area arrangement with Australia to help strengthen its
balance-of-payments potion inthe long run. One member pointed- out that when
quantitative restrictions are lifted, pent-up demand would result in some
temporary increase inimports, The New Zealand representative acknowledged that
thas had ïn fact occurred and that it was probably due to merchants adjusting
stocks to a higher level than prevalid under import control. He emphasized
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however that New ZeaIandof recent years had only rarely re-imposed licensing
requirements on goods once liberalized and as manufacturers had little reason to
fear such a development he did not believe there was much anticipatory excess
stocking in products which have been free ofcontrol for time Thehigh cost
of holding stocks and the danger of obsolescene in goods held over long periods
of time acts as a deterrent.

11. As concerned the doubt which had been expressed concerning, the question
whether other countries Agricultural policies were orwere not a sunstantial
hindrance to New Zealand, the representative of New Zealand asked leave to
return later to this subject. He noted however that the fact of other countries'
protectionism was well documented and that in the butter instance, which had
beencited, the quotas had been applied in the interest of ZewZealand and other
trditional suppliers to the United Kingdommarket. The quota system in question

was necessary only becausehigh support prices in certainEuropean countries had
given rise to surpluses which were dumped in the United Kîingdom at prices ruinous
for New Zealand and other regular major butter suppliers to the United Kingdom
market. One could not regard this measure as protective in the usual sense since
the United Kingdom produces only a small fraction of its total butterrequirement.

Alternative measures to restore equilibrium

12. Members of the Committee expressed ihterestsin hearing more about
New Zealand's efforts to promote diversification and on how this had been
managed without conflict with theeffort to stimulate investment in agriculture.
The also reverted to the qutestion raised earlier as to whatpolicies for
compensating income fluctuations were in use and how they operated. On the
second question, the rapresentative of NewZealand the described the floor price
systems in effct formeat, wool and dairy producs and the recent tax measure
intended to serve the same purpose. The approach had beenmainly at the farm
income level since it is believed that it is fluctuations in exportreceipts
entering into farm incomewhich account for thesomewhat cyclical swings which
have characterized theeconomy sinceabout 1950. For butter-fat a guaranteed
price for the season is fixed and is usuallly kept unchanged throughout theseason,
taking into account both export prospects and the need to stabilize the industry.
The scheme is required to be self-balancing initsoperations over the years, though
it may run into deficit in a given year on the understanding repayment will be
made later. For meat and wool, less comprehensivesystems are in effect.
For them, floor prices are established, but in neither case is a ceillingfixed.
Tlhe one other measure in force which locks toskipping off high farm income,
recently irtroduced into this income tax structure, provides that, 25 per cent
of income may be frozen free of tax to be drawnin subsequent years when
it is treated for tax purposes as normal income. The system is voluntaryand
up to now has not really been tried as no high income years have since occurred.
These measures are however supplmented by a conscious governmental policy of



postponing less essentia1 public works in tmes when the economy is buoyant.
These policies have helped but have not presented Some fluctuations from being
transmitted through farm incomes into the economy as a whole. At present, the
New Zealand Government feels that as export incomes are stabilizing, the
downturn is aIready in the making. In an open economy such as New Zealand's,
reinforcing an existing trend might easily depress the economy too far. Given
this risk and since it is the courseof experts which will in the long run
determine conditions in the New Zealand economy, the Government feels that great
caution must be exercised in using fiscal policy.

13. As for the progress of dlversification, about which inquiry was also made,
the representative of New Zealand mentioned, paper and pulp, fishing, tourism,
steel and aluminium asmajor projects of current interests Market diversification
has also been one of New Zealand's concerns; recent development of sales of

beef to, markets other than the United Kingdom and sales of mutten toJapan are
notable successes, along with smaller successes in South East Asia generally.
In this effort, AgricuIturalprotectionismin Europe and North America was,
said to be the core of the problem.

14. The representative of New Zealand was asked whether he could give a target
date by which New Zealand hoped to reach equilibrium - a date by which all the
measures described might be said to have succeeded. The representative of New
Zealand. repliedthat if this implied a time when the current account deficit
might be kept to a figurewhich could be covered by normal capital imports, all
would depend upon export prices. That being the case, New Zealand has preferred
to attempt to keep imports in line with the general trend of export receipts.

System and methods of the restrictions

15. Members of the Committee asked a number of detailed questions about the
working of New Zealand's licensing system directed in part to the system in
general and in part to recent modifications. It was brought out that the 1966-67
sector reductions in allocations (to 85 per cent for raw materials, 30 per cent
for automobiles, etc)were established on three criteria; the need to effect an
overall reduction in expenditure for imports, the essentiality of different
products and the level of stocks at the time. As for discrimination, the
representative of New Zealand assured the Comiittee that there is no dis-
crimination based on currency and no discrimination in favour of storing. He
referred to recent debates in another forum concerning the effects of the frec-
trade area with Australia on the question whether discrimination has been
introduced into New Zealand's system by allowing certain Australian wool
products entry into NewZealand free of restrictions. On the question of new
importers, the representative of New Zealand confirmed that the new importer
provision introduced in connexion with the 'A' licensing system last year had
been dropped this year when the 'A ' licensing system had been suspended. New
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importers who received entitlements last year will, however, have their
entitlements continued in the current year. As for the possibility of giving
special consideration to products of less-developed countries which themselves
have balance-of-payments difficulties, the representative ofNew Zealand pointed
out that a large range of tropical products are on the free list, and this had
been and would continue to be a matter of policy with New Zealand, as a means of
helping less-devleped countries. In this connexion it was pointed outthatthe
overall balance-of-payments position must of course remain the main criterion
for any further liberalization. Members of the Committee expressed their interest
in seeing continued simplification of New Zealand's licensing system and also
hoped that more attention could be given to helping now importers to share in
trade.

Effects of the restrictions

16. Several specific trade problems were raised concerning the working of the
New Zealand restrictions. Referring to the principle that no product should be
Completely excluded, two members expressed their concern at the near-exclusion
of window glass, notwithstanding the fact, that New Zealand 's domestic glass
industry is now large and competitive. These representatives felt that though
this was perhaps not the time for liberalization, glass should at least be
licenced normally so that suppliers might hope for liberalization as soon as the
balance-of-payments position improves. To this the representative of New Zealand
replied that a restricting country is freeto give priority to moro essential
imports and that a system of restriction will naturally bear mere heavily on
goods which can be produced within the country as that will facilitate overall
saving of foreign exchange He noted,however, that the window glass question
is under discussion with the countries in questionand hoped that a solution
would be found.

17. Another member of the Committee asked whether New Zealand might notgive
special consideration to simple manufactures of less-developed countries, such
as floor coverings and textiles. ln reply, the representative of Ncw zealand
undertook to refer this questions to his Government. He recalled that at
considerable expense his Government, had abandened the establishment of a large-
scalemodern cotton mill -and had done so partly in the interests of the less
developed countries.

13. Another member, in generalizing the point made on window glass by other
members, said that since it was widely agreed that balance-of-payments
restrictions should be used for protective purposes New Zealand should bear
constantly in mind that even small quotas would bring considerable goodwill and
do little harm totheir balance-of-payments position. Therepresentative of
New Zealand agreed thatt continued restrictions did carry . danger of having
protective effects. He noted the taken Iicence system wasmeantime continuing
and does allow countries to keep their product before the consumer.
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19. An observer representing a country not a member of the Committee brought
to the attention of the New Zealand delegation his country's wish that New
Zealand, in the light of Article XIII:4, should use a longer base period for
licensing - say three to five years - instead of the previous year - as is actually
the case. This would, he stated, be a much more fair and representative period.
Imports areoften irregular from one year to another, independent of changes
in demand, as for example in the case of long-term deliveries. Certain important
experts from, his country to New Zealand took place under such terms. The
observer furthermore stated that the restrictions newly notified by the Govern-
ment of New Zealand implied decreased import quotas for a range of products,
mentioned by him of which his country was an important supplier. He stressed
that his country's exports had benefited from the 1965 extension of free-
listing only to a minor extent and that his Government wished New Zealand to
increase the quotas for the products he had mentioned. The representative of
New Zealand agreed that thebase period question might pose difficulties for a
particular country, although he was under the impression that the general issue
might here have been confused somewhat with a particular instance of a large
once-and-for-allelectrical contract. He felt that in general a lengthening of
the base period risked aggravatingthe newcomer problem to which reference had
already been made. So far as the particular products mentioned were concerned
he felt that the matter could best be pursued bilaterally, but warned that the
object was to reduce imports generally.

20. Another observer returned to the question of new importers and said his
country was at a loss to understand why the system of a country as wealthy as
New Zealand should operate to discriminate so severely against new importers.
He could not understand how the exclusion of some importers but not others
helped to reduce overall imports and felt that the dropping of the new importer
provision caused unnecessary hardship especially for countries trying to develop
sales in New Zealand as a new export market, since established importers tend to
have long-standing connexions with exportersin traditional supplying countries.
The representative of New Zealand replied that his Government had dropped the
new importer provision regretfully and were aware of thedanger that trade might
thus bcomefav;;. in traditional channels which were not necessarily today's
most economical sources of supply. However, the trade statistics showed that
trade patterns are very much in flux. While the United Kingdom has failed to
maintain its share of total trade, Australia, the European Economic Community
and Japan have, for example, all gained. Now Zealand wouldhave to continue for
the time being to give consideration to established importers but would re-
introduce the new importer scheme as soon as the balance-of payments situation
permitted. Meantime, of course, all licences are available for use on any
country so that getting the business is really up to the foreign exporter to a
considerable extent.
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General

21. The representative of New Zealand asked the Committee to allow him to
present a fullerstatement on the question of the relationship betwen New
Zealand's difficulties and the outlook for expansion ofagricultural exports.
In the New Zealand view the key toclimationofelimination of import controls has been
the hope of expanding expert earnings, mainly in the agricultural sector. To
that end NewZealand had been endeavouring to bring its whole economy to a
point where it could withstand international Competition withonly thenormal
methods of insulation from overseas competitors. However, this whole process
of adjustment had in New Zealand's case been frustrated bythe policies
followed by the industrialized countries of Europe and North America who include
among their number the majorcrediter nationsof internationaltrade.

22. While New Zealand had been encouraged through the ssystem of conferentationand consultation within the framework of international organization suchas
the IMF and the GATT to follow a policy of preparingtomeetinternational
competition, other nations had blatantly continued to harbour and foster
relatively inefficient agricultural industries and to consciously and
deliberately implement a policy of virtual self-sufficiency in certain food-
stuffs. As long as this situation persisted New Zealand did not see how it
could rid itselfof the need for direct control over imports nor couldNew
Zealand accept to contract or even cease to expand probably the most efficient.
agricultural industry of its kind in the world and switch resources to other
less truly productive channels. Now Zealand also had difficultyin accepting
the comment and advice ofcreditor nations about balance-of-payment difficulties
when these very same contries maintained, if not complete prohibitionon the
importation of the products they produced, then smell quotas or high levies or
tariffs. Surely it was not only the debtor nations that had responsibilities.
If the world trading community was to command any respect then the creditor
nations must also accept some responsibility for part of the burden of the
adjustment process required to correct discquilibrium in the balance of payments.

23. Finally, if the system of multilateralsurveilliance of nationalpolicies
in the interest of all countries was to haveany realmeaningforNew Zealand,
then the industrialized creditor nations must be prepared gradually tosubject
their agricultural industries to the discipline of international competition in
the same manner as is expected of New Zealandwith respect to its manufacturingindustries. Itfollowedthatinordertoshowthat these consultationswerenot
just, an empty exchange of words but part of a purposeful confrontation of
national policies, the industrial countries must be prepared to make compre.-
hensive ofeers on agriculture in the Kennedy Round. If the Kannedy Round were
to fail as regards temperate, agricultural products, than there wouldbearisk
of this consultation becoming part of a meaningless exercise fr New Zealand.

24. The Committee thankedthe representative of New Zealand for the full and
frank way in which he had responded to the views andquestions put to him by
members. The representative of New Zealand thanked the committee for its
sympathetic hearing and promised to convey the various points which had been
raised to the competent authorities for their consideration.



TAKEN ATTHE CONCLUSIONOF THE FUND'S CONSULTATION
WITHNEWZEALAND ON 1 JUNE 1966

1.Thisdecision is taken by the Executive Directors inconcluding the 1965
consultationwith New Zealand, pursuanttoArticle XIV, Section 4 of theArticles
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andthegrowth oftotal demand has been excessivein relation to productivecapacity 966
Thelabor market,which wasalready siry Pedire5nlyin 19 l,a Cs4eao2eb cama moiel rar;
strained. r:t7e iriecs ir i26, vas moderat_, but t k...-.c- of payments '-s
come under severe pressure. Export receipts fell slightly to £NZ 383 millionand
inr.port payments rose, by, 10 per cent to £NZ 358million, leading to a current account
deficit of£NZ 48 mllion. Reserves fell to a low level; the net overseas assets of
the banking system, which were £NZ 64 million in December 1964, amounted at the end
of 1965to £NZ 51 million including the proceeds of a drawingonthe Fund
equivalent to £NZ 22 mill on.

3. The Government 's policy has been to maintaina high level of productive
investment, while restraining domestic demand theprotect the balance of payments.
The main instruments used have been restraint on bank advances to the private sector
and measures to divert loanable funds of nonbank financial institutions to the
central government.In the year ended March 1966, money supply fell by 4½ per cent.
The budget for the fiscal year to March 1966 provided for a deficit now estimated
at £NZ 56 million,somewhat larger than the 1964/65 figure. The Government's
borrowings on the domestic market were lower than in the previous year, and the
internal surplus ontheGovernments accounts was, therefore, sharply reduced in
l965/66. There is an urgent need for domestic financial policy to be strengthened
so astorelieve the pressure on resources and to correct the imbalance in external
payments . Particular consideration should be given to bringing about a reduction
in the Government 's deficit before borrowing.

4. About one third of imported are free from control and the Government's decision
tomaintain this degree of liberalization for 1966/67 is to be welcomed. The
Government has, however, also decided to reduce the amount of licence to be issued
for other goods in this period in an effort to lesson the pressure on reserves.
This action underlines the need to strengthen the balance of payments throughi
appropriate domestic measures so that reliance on restrictions can be reduced and
eventually eliminated.
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Annex II

OPENING STATEMENT BY NEW ZEALAND

When New Zealand last consulted with this Committee, in October of last
year, an adverse change was reported in our balance of payments. Since that
time, the position has further deteriorated.

Strong pressure on available resources characterized our economy during the
past year. Rising domestic expenditure with the consequent increase in demand
resulted in a rising level of imports, and a large current deficit on external
account. Despite substantial external borrowing, the net overseas assets of
New Zealand' s banking system at the end of March 1966 amounted to £58 million,
nearly £20 million lower than the previous year.

Favourable features of New Zealand' s economy were the rise in production
and the high rate of investment expenditure in export industries. However, the
full benefits of the large-scale investment which had occurred in the past three
years will not be reflected in the short term in an improved balance-of-payments
position.

Overseas exchange transactions

Following marked increases in 1964 and 1965, export receipts have tended
to level off while import payments in the year to March 1966 rose 14 per cent
compared with the 3 per cent increase the previous year.

This caused a very substantial reduction in the trade balance from
£56 million to £16 million. The deficit on invisible transactions was
again higher than in the previous year increasing by £7 million to £75 million.
Increases in expenditure on freight, transport, insurance and travel, as well
as the remittance of investment income, are largely responsible for this
growing deficit on invisibles and in spite of efforts to swell receipts from
these items, such as the promotion of tourism, the rate of increase of the
deficit is not expected to lessen appreciably.
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As a result of the deterioration in the trade balance and the increase in
the "invisibles" deficit the overall current account showed a deficit of
£59 million compared with a deficit of £12 million the previous year.

The deficit was financed by external borrowing - from the United Kingdom,
the UnitedStatesandthe World Bank - by drawings on overseas reserves and by
exercising drawing rights on the International Monetary Fund. In 1965/66
loans raised overseas totalled £28 million, £19 million of which was used to
repay matering loans. In addition, New Zealand made its first drawing from
the IMF of £25 million as a short-term measure to meet the decline in overseas
reserves. The alternative to this would have been to cut essential imports
and disrupt the implementation of plans for increasing production.

It is of serious concern to note that at the beginning of June this year,
the usual seasonal high pointfor the overseas exchange reserves, these reser-
ves stood at £62 -million (including the IMFdrawing )which is £19 million lower

than at the same time last year and £38 million lower than in 1964. With the
prospect of the seasonal heavy end-of-year importing still shead, further
external borrowing will be needed to prevent an undue drain on the reserves.

As explained in the basic document, New Zealand is, however, finding it
increasingly diffiicultto raise finance overseas. The lower level of importing
provided for in the 1966/97 Import Licensin Schedule was, therefore, essential.

As regards the outcome for the June year 1966/67, on present estimates,
export receipts are expected to rise by about 4 per cent . This estimate must
be regarded as subject to a wide margin of errorbecause of the difficulty in
making reliable forecasts of future price trends for our principal export
products .

New Zeland wool production is expected to rise by 6 per cent for the
second consecutive year, and it is estimated that there will be a corres-
ponding increase in receipts for wool exports. World demand for wool in
1966 appears reasonably strong and we expect prices to remain firm at about
current levels.
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Meat production for export in the first six months of the current season
(October to April) declined by 11 per cent compared with the same period in
the previous year, a consequence of the continuing expansion of herds which is
part of our agricultural development policy. In the 1966/67 season, export
production is expected to increase by about 10 per cent. We expect lamb prices
to fall, mutton prices to remain firm and beef prices to rise. On balance, it
is expected that our total meat export receipts will grow only slightly
(about 1 per cent) over the remainder of the current season and during the
1966/67 season.

Since the beginning of last year, the price of New Zealand butter on the
London market has fallen by £50 per ton, standing now at £300 per ton. In view
of the high level of stocks in the United Kingdom, the expected level of
domestic production and the total authorizations for imports, there seems to be
little prospect of any marked improvement during 1966/67 in the present level
of butter prices. Cheese expert production is expected to increase by 4 per cent
to 100,000 tons in 1966/67 and expert prices are likely to remain firm.

IncreasingIy successful efforts are being made to diversify our export
markets but access for our major products continues to be hindered by
protectionist agricultural policies. New Zealand, like other trading nations,
has placed considerable hopes on the Kennedy Round but unfortunately progress
in respect of agricultural products has been most disappointing.

Internal policies

New Zealand's reserves are running down to a danhrously low level.
Appropriate measures have been taken to restrain consumer and development
demand. These include - restraint on bank overdrafts and lending by other
financial institutions, building programming, a savings campaign, hire purchase
restraints, internal borrowing and the repayment of Reserve Bank advances and
the limiting cf Government's own expenditure.

Further measures announced in the recent, Budget were the suspension of
the 10 per cent taxation investment allowance, extension of central over capital
issues to borrowing in New Zealand by subsidiaries and branches of overseas
companies, and tightened exchange control regultions. At the same time, in
harmony with this actions, t was necessary to put scheme measure of restraint on
the level of Importing.
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Import licensing system

A detailed explanationof the current import licensing schedule and the
recent changes made to it is contained in the basic documents which members of
the Committee have received.

The New Zealand stated policy is tomovestadily towards a
relaxation ofimport licensing, andin the processto provide more flexibility
and freedom within the system. We have already made considerable progress
towards this objective. Over one thirdin value of New Zealand's private
imports are now exempt from import licensing, and much more flexibility has
been introduced, for example,in the industry group, in aggregation schemes,
and decentraliztion.

The effect of the extensive liberalization in the 1965,'66 Licensing
Schedule is shown by the value of private importsexemptfrom licensingwhich
in the ten months to April 1966 totalled3107 million compared with $48 million
in the same ten months in 1964/65.

The advance already made in import liberalization have been retained as
far as possible in the new schedule.

Conclusion
The past year has been marked by substantial increases in investment and

production and by high levelsof activity throughout the New Zealand economy.
Expansion has been particularly notable in the agriculltural sector and should
be reflected in a growing volume of exports in future years. Overall, however,
the level of internal expenditure exerted excessive pressure on available
resources and required the introduction of additional measures to reduce
liquidity, domestic expenditure, and the demand for imports.

The New Zealand Government fully recognizes that economic development,
employment and living standards are all dependent on a continued flow of
import. Accordingly, New Zealand wil continue to import goods and services
up to the full limit permitted by our overseas exchange resources.
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TABLES

Trade Account

(March years)

Exports

1963

325 4

Imports:
Government
Private

Trade balance

24.5
236. 3

260.0

+64. 6

1964

365 .2

27.3
236.5

313.8

+51.4

1965

(million)

1966

304.3

32.6
295.9

328.5

307.1

36.3
334.9

371.2

+55.8 +15.9

Deficit on Current Account Invisibles

March years

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

Net deficit
on invisibles

-51.4
_57.4
-59.2

-60.0
-74.6

Balance on Current Account

March years

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

£ (million)

Deficit

23.6
7 2

12.2
53. 8

OverseasReserves of the Banking system

1961
1962
1963

1964

1965

£(million)

Annual
increase

4.6
6.0
18
8. 8
6.6

Surplus

62.0

72.4

95 7
101.0
80.4

December

49.1
61.6
60.4
63.9
51.3

£ (million)


